In this work we look at the class of uniform biorthogw nal FIR, IIK and hybrid filter banks with A4 = 2 channels.
Introduction
A subband coder, consisting of filter bank and quantization, offers coding gain while compressing a source. There are two ways the biorthogonal filter bank and its performance differs from that of the orthogonal cme. the good news is the pass bands of the biorthogonal filter bank are not restricted to be flat unlike orthogonal case. Consequently, shaping of the passbands towards making the non-flat s u b band spectrum more flat adds to the gain. The bad news is the quantization noise amplification [l] . Coding gain of a biorthogonal subband coder with optimum bit allocation, using additive white noise model for the quantizers and uncorrelated noise assumption, is given in [l] . The additional terms in the denominator, synthesis filter noms, appear because the white quantization noise passing through the synthesis bank becomes colored. Consequently its variance is modified resulting in quantization noise amplification in the coder. Since the filter bank is perfect reconstruction, there exists an inverse relationship between the synthesis norm and the analysis norm (absorbed in U:, [l] . In this work our aim is to find out the answer in the case of hybrid and IIR polyphase matrices. Consider a PR filter bank with analysis polyphase matrix E(z) and synthesis polyphase matrix R(z) shown in figure(1). The input signal s(n) passes through E(z) to get the subband signals zk(n). In absence of quantization, sk(n) then passes through R(z) to get the output signal y ( n ) . Since the system is PR, y(n) is same as x ( n ) except possible scaling and delay. Now consider quantizing the subbands. Assuming the additive noise model for the quantizers, after quantization we have xk(n) + qk(n), the subband signals plus the quantization noise. Both of these pass through R(z) and result in the reconstructed output x(n) +e(.).
Minimization of quantization noise amplification in filter banks
The reconstruction error e(n) equals For the FIR filter banks, the solution to the above minimization problem has been suggested in 1 1 1 . We briefly describe the solution below. Since the determinant of any polyphase matrix of any FIR P R filter bank is a scaled delay, But IW(z)l can be decomposed into paraunitary and uni-
where [lU(r)ll = llR(z)l/ as l/P(z)ll = 1. If Uo is the zeroth order coefficient of U ( t ) , it can be decomposed as
where P is an orthogonal matrix, D is a diagonal matrix and L is a Lower triangular matrix. Assuming S = PD, the optimum coloring filter will he U-'(z)S. Using the above coloring filter, the effective synthesis polyphase W,ff(z) is given by
Since a paraunitary matrix has unit norm, t h e effective filter norm will be llSll which is less than IlUoll which is again less than IlW(z)(l. Thus the noise amplification is indeed reduced.
From the general form of IR(z)l at z = 03,
since L > 0. From equations (5) and (6), we have I F b = 0.
Thus zeroth order matrix of R(r) has its determinant zero. As ri, is singular, there exists a non zero vector v such that
where q ( t ) is some causal vector whose degree is 1 less than the degree of W(z). This is because vT& = 0. We can always scale v to have unit norm. Since we consider 2 channel filter bank, let
Now we construct a non singular matrix having vT as its second row. Since there is no restriction on the first row, ous work
Only in case of FIR filter banks, the determinant ofW(z) is a scaled delay. We consider here any 2 channel PR filter hank,
57
-rOX # 0. After i iterations R(z) = nk=lPk(z)Ri(~), where Pk(z) = Now R*(z) may be used to design the optimal coloring filter. Neglecting the paraunitary factors Pk(z), since
R . f f ( t ) = R'(z)A(z), an immediate choice for A(z) is
(E%')-'(z). But we need % to be upper triangular [l] , so that the coloring filter is practically implementable. If (R*)-'(z) is implementable, effective synthesis filter norms can be made equal to 1 by using (R*)-'(z) as the coloring filter at the analysis side. Now consider the case where (R')-'(z) is not prxtically implementable. To make (R')-'(z) practically implementable, we have to modify this filter such that zeroth order coefficient matrix becomes upper or lower triangular.
The zeroth order coefficient matrix of (R'(z))-' and E% So (R*(z))-'S is our required filter. It can be shown that it is the optimum coloring filter which is implementable as its zeroth order coefficient is lower triangular, with diagonal elements 1.
If we denote the optimum coloring filter by Aapt(z) then
Now the effective synthesis filter will be R(z)Aopt(~) = P*(~)R*(z)Aopt(z)
So, it is obvious that only matrix D is causing the remaining amplification. The effective synthesis filter norms will be the square of the diagonal elements of D.
Optimum coloring .filter will not increase the filter norms
We prove here that the square of the diagonal element of the diagonal matrix D will always be less than or equal to the initial synthesis filter norms. We know that rtl, = PDU.
Let P is paraunitary, so norm of the matrix R;I and DU will be equal (a paraunitary matrix is only a rotation, it does not change the norm of any vector), i.e., r& +r& = d:
These are the initial filter norms. The point to be noted is that the effective filter norms after the use of optimum coloring filter is d: and 4 respectively, and
That means effective filter norms will be less than or equal to the norm contributed by the initial zeroth order coefficient matrix. For a given all pass and a given polyphase matrix, after getting the overall synthesis filters we can write the overall synthesis polyphase matrix Watl(z). We can not comment whether in general the determinant of the zeroth order cw efficient of this polyphase matrix will he zero or not. However, as discussed in the previous section, in either case we can find out the optimum coloring filter.
Results for DB4
All the results in this section are for an AR(1) source having correlation coefficient .90 and variance= 5.53987 and taking the basic paraunitary polyphase to be DB4. '. , .
._. Theoretical results for the allpass delay chain structure based filter bank are presented. Table( 1) gives the theoretical quantization error variances(TQ) without any coloring filter and with the coloring filter (MQ), for different values of a for a bit rate R = 5 and R = lbits/sample. Table( 2) give the theoretical quantization error variances without(TQ) and with coloring filter(MTQ), and simulated quantization error with(SQ) and without(SMQ) for different bit rates R for a specific value of a.
Here we can observe the deviation of the simulation result from the theoretical result because our assumption that the factor (A,(z) -I)Qi(z) will not change the variance of the input signal is violated specially for large a like a = 0.7 (because in that case norm of the synthesis filter becomes very high) and for low bit rate R.
